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Abstract—The degrees of freedom (DoF) of a K-User MISO
broadcast channel (BC) is studied when the transmitter (TX) has
access to a delayed channel estimate in addition to an imperfect
estimate of the current channel. The current estimate could be
for example obtained from prediction applied on past estimates,
in the case where feedback delay is within the coherence time.
Prior results in this setting are promising, yet remain limited
to the two-user case. In contrast, we consider here an arbitrary
number of users. We develop a new transmission scheme, called
the Kα-MAT scheme, which builds upon both the principle of
the MAT alignment from Maddah-Ali and Tse and zero-forcing
(ZF) to achieve a larger DoF in the channel state information
(CSI) configuration previously described. We also develop a new
upper bound for the DoF to compare with the DoF achieved by
Kα-MAT. Although not optimal, the Kα-MAT scheme performs
well when the CSIT quality is not too delayed or K is small.
The Kα-MAT scheme can be seen as a robust version of ZF
with respect to the delay in the CSI feedback.

I. INTRODUCTION

While in point-to-point MIMO systems, the maximal DoF,
or prelog factor, can be achieved without CSI at the transmitter
(CSIT), the exploitation of the multiple antennas at the TX
to achieve a DoF larger than one in multi-user settings
heavily relies on the availability of accurate-enough CSIT. For
instance, it is well known that in the K-user MISO BC, the
DoF is reduced from K to 1 in the absence of CSIT [1]–[3].

Yet, the obtaining of the CSIT represents a challenge in
fast fading channels. Indeed, the channel estimate has to be
fed back from the RXs which inevitably introduces some
delays and some degradations. Therefore, a large literature
has focused on the problem of designing efficient feedback
schemes and evaluating the impact of imperfect CSIT (See
[2], [4] and reference therein).

Recently, a new line of work was opened by the work
from Maddah-Ali and Tse [5]. Studying a K-user MISO
BC, they showed that even completely outdated CSIT, in the
sense that the feedback delay exceeds the coherence period
of the channel, could still be used to increase the DoF.
This is accomplished through a space-time alignment of the
interference referred in the literature as the MAT alignment.
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Furthermore, if the channel matrices are independent and iden-
tically distributed over time and across the receivers (RXs),
MAT is optimal in terms of DoF [5].

This new method of exploiting completely outdated CSIT
has attracted a large interest and has been extended to further
network scenarios, e.g. [6], [7] among others. Going beyond
completely outdated CSIT, interesting results were also ob-
tained in the case of CSIT of alternating qualities (perfect,
outdated, no CSIT) [8], [9].

A major restriction of these works is that they do not
consider any correlation between the delayed CSIT and the
current channel state. This assumption was first lifted in [10]
where an improved DoF is shown to be achievable when the
delayed CSIT is possibly correlated with the current channel
state. In this case, an imperfect estimate of the current CSIT
can be obtained by prediction based on the delayed CSIT.

The scheme in [10] is improved in [11], [12] to reach the
maximal DoF in a two-user MISO scenario. This approach
has then been extended to two-user MISO BC with imperfect
and evolving delayed CSIT in [13] and to the two-user MIMO
BC (and IC) in [14]. Yet, all the results in this scenario have
remained restricted to the two-user case. In this work, we
tackle precisely the extension to more than two users.

Specifically, our main contributions are as follows.
• As a preliminary step, we develop a new alignment

scheme, called K0-MAT, for the case of completely
outdated CSIT. This scheme is optimal for K = 2 but
is outperformed by MAT for K > 2.

• Building on K0-MAT and ZF, we develop a new
scheme, called Kα-MAT, which achieves the sum
DoF (1−α)DoFK0-MAT +αDoFZF, where DoFK0-MAT

and DoFZF are the sum DoF achieved respectively with
K0-MAT and with ZF, and α is the CSI quality exponent
defined later on in (3).

• We derive an outer bound for the K-user MISO broadcast
channel with delayed CSIT and imperfect current CSIT
with quality exponent α. Although not provably tight, this
outer bound is the first outer bound known for the K-user
MISO BC with delayed CSIT correlated in time.

Note that, in parallel to this work, a similar upper bound in a
CSIT setting with more general imperfect CSIT model (alter-
nating, asymmetric,...) is derived in [15]. Yet, the achievable
protocol derived in [15] makes explicit use of the alternating
structure of the CSIT and cannot be applied in our context.
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II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. K-User MISO Broadcast Channel

This work considers a K-User MISO BC where the TX is
equipped with M antennas and serves K single-antenna users.
We assume furthermore that M ≥ K as this is a necessary
assumption to apply the MAT scheme [5]. At any time t, the
signal received at RX i can be written as

yi(t) = hH
i (t)x(t) + zi(t) (1)

where hH
i (t) ∈ C1×M is the channel to user i at time t, x(t) ∈

CM×1 is the transmitted signal, and zi(t) ∈ C1×1 is the
normalized additive noise at RX i, independent of the channel
and the transmitted signal and distributed as NC(0, 1). Fur-
thermore, the transmitted signal x(t) fulfills the average power
constraint E[‖x(t)‖2] ≤ P .

We define further the channel matrix H , [h1, . . . ,hK ]H ∈
CK×M and introduce the notation Ht , {H(k)}k=tk=1. The
channel is assumed to be drawn from a continuous ergodic
distribution such that all the channel matrices and all their
submatrices are full rank.

B. Delayed CSIT with Correlation in Time

The considered CSIT model builds on the delayed CSIT
model introduced in [5] and generalized to account for time
correlation in [10]. According to this model, the TX has access
at time t to the delayed CSI. It takes the form of the CSI up to
time t−1 which is denoted by Ht−1. Furthermore, exploiting
the correlation in time between the delayed CSI Ht−1 and
the current channel state H(t), the TX produces an imperfect
estimate of the channel state denoted by Ĥ(t). This channel
estimate is then modeled such that

H(t) = Ĥ(t) + H̃(t) (2)

where the channel estimate and the channel estimation error
are independent, the channel estimation error H̃(t) has its
elements i.i.d. NC(0, σ

2) while the elements of the channel
estimate Ĥ(t) are assumed to have a variance equal to 1−σ2.
We further define Ĥt , {Ĥ(k)}k=tk=1 and H̃t , {H̃(k)}k=tk=1. It
is also assumed that the channel state H(t) is independent of
the pair (Ĥt−1, H̃t−1) when conditioned on Ĥ(t).

The variance σ2 of the estimation error is parametrized as
a function of the SNR P such that σ2 = P−α where we have
defined the CSIT quality exponent α as

α , lim
P→∞

− log2(σ
2)

log2(P )
. (3)

From a DoF perspective, we can restrict ourselves to α ∈ [0, 1]
since an estimation/quantization error scaling as P−1 or faster
is essentially perfect while an estimation error scaling as P 0

is essentially useless in terms of DoF [2], [3].
Remark 1. This suggests that in order to keep the rate scaling
in the SNR, and under a given time-correlation model, the
feedback delay as a fraction of the correlation time must
shrink as the SNR increases (e.g., the terminal velocity must
decrease).

Note furthermore that for any ZF precoded vector u such
that ĥH

i u = 0, it can easily be shown that E[|hH
i u|2] ∼

P−αE[‖u‖2].
Following the conventional assumption from the literature

of delayed CSIT (e.g., in [5]), all the RXs are assumed to
receive with a certain delay both the perfect multi-user CSI
and the imperfect CSI. This CSI is used only for the RX to
decode its data symbols such that the only limitation for this
delay lies in the delay requirement of the data transmitted. The
CSI at the RX side could for example be obtained if each user
broadcasts is CSI implying that the other RXs can obtain the
same CSI as the TX. Another solution is to simply let the TX
send its perfect delayed CSIT to all the RXs [16].

C. Degrees-of-Freedom Analysis

Albeit an incomplete measure of system performance, the
DoF offers the unique advantage of allowing for analytical
tractability for even complex network models and feedback
scenarios such as this one. Denoting by R(P ) the sum rate
achieved with a given precoding scheme subject to the sum
power constraint P , we define the sum DoF as

DoF , lim
P→∞

R(P )

log2(P )
. (4)

III. MAIN RESULTS

We start by providing an upper bound for the DoF before
describing an achievable sum DoF.

A. Upper Bound for the DoF

Theorem 1. In the K-user MISO BC with perfect delayed
CSIT and current CSIT with quality exponent α, the sum DoF
is upper bounded by DoFOut given by

DoFOut = (1− α)DoFMAT +αDoFZF (5)

with DoFZF = K and DoFMAT is the sum DoF achieved by
the MAT scheme [5] and is equal to

DoFMAT =
K∑K
k=1

1
k

. (6)

Proof: See [17] for the proof.

B. Achievable DoF

The achievable DoF is obtained by developing a new
scheme called the Kα-MAT scheme, which exploits both ZF
and the principle behind the MAT alignment. As a building
block of the Kα-MAT scheme, we have also developed a new
precoding scheme for the case of completely outdated CSIT
(α = 0) which we have called the K0-MAT scheme.

For the sake of exposition, both the Kα-MAT and the
K0-MAT schemes will be described only for the case K = 3
in Section IV. Indeed, the 3-user case contains the key insights
but is more easily described. The general case with arbitrary
number of users is described in details in [17].
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Fig. 1. Sum DoF for K = 3 users in terms of the CSIT quality exponent α.

Theorem 2. In the K-user MISO BC with perfect delayed
CSIT and current CSIT with quality exponent α, the Kα-MAT
scheme achieves DoFKα-MAT given by

DoFKα-MAT = (1− α)DoFK0-MAT +αDoFZF (7)

with DoFZF = K and DoFK0-MAT being the DoF achieved
with the new K0-MAT scheme based only on completely
outdated CSIT. DoFK0-MAT is then equal to

DoFK0-MAT =
2K

K + 1
+ εnTS

(8)

where εnTS
∼ 1/nTS with nTS being the number of time-slots

over which the transmission scheme is spread.

In Fig. 1, the sum DoF is represented as a function of the
CSIT quality exponent α. The Kα-MAT scheme outperforms
ZF for every value of α and appears hence as a robust version
of ZF with respect to delay in the CSIT. The DoF achieved
with conventional ZF with CSIT quality exponent α is well
known to be Kα [2] such that the first term of (7) can be seen
to be the DoF improvement compared to ZF.
Remark 2. DoFK0-MAT converges to 2 as K increases while
DoFMAT in (6) scales as K/ log2(K). Finding a precoding
scheme achieving this scaling and exploiting at the same time
the current CSIT available in an efficient way remains an
open problem. Nevertheless, Kα-MAT performs well for small
values of K as well as when the CSIT is not too delayed (α
close to one).

IV. THE Kα-MAT SCHEME FOR K = 3 USERS

The structure of MAT makes it difficult to exploit the
additional knowledge of an imperfect estimate of the current
channel state. In the two-user case, this obstacle was circum-
vented in [11], [12] by using an alternative version of MAT
developed by Maddah-Ali and Tse in [5]. In contrast to the

original MAT, this alternative version can be nicely combined
with ZF such that it was possible to reach the optimal DoF.

Yet, no such alternative version exists for more than two
users. As a consequence, our first step is to develop a novel
precoding scheme for the case of completely outdated CSIT
(α = 0) which lends itself easily to combining with ZF
whenever information on the current channel is available
(α > 0). We refer to this scheme as the K0-MAT scheme.

Similarly to [5], a DoF strictly larger than one is achieved
with only delayed CSIT by exploiting the broadcast nature
of the channel. Indeed, a message destined to RX j will be
overheard by the other K − 1 RXs, hence providing side
information. This property is exploited to generate messages
which are of interest to j RXs with j > 1, called order-j
message, and improve in this way the spectral efficiency.

Since no confusion is possible, we omit to mention the
dependency of the channels as a function of the time t.

A. Description of the K0-MAT Scheme (α = 0)

The K0-MAT scheme consists of one initialization step,
followed by a number of n “iteration” steps and is ended by a
termination step. The initialization step contains 3 time slots
while every other step is spread over 6 time slots such that
the transmission protocol lasts 3 + 6n+ 6 time slots.
• Step 1–Initialization– In this step, we aim at transmitting

4 order-1 data symbols to every RX. During the first time
slot, the vector uini

1 ∈ C2×1 containing 2 data symbols
for RX 1 and the vector uini

2 ∈ C2×1 containing 2 data
symbols for RX 2 are transmitted. The received signal at
RX i can then be written as

yi = hH
i u

ini
1 + hH

i u
ini
2 + zi. (9)

Following the same philosophy as the alternative version
of MAT [5], we will consider the retransmission of the
interferences. Hence, hH

1 u2 and hH
2 u1 are seen as order-2

messages (i.e., messages destinated to 2 RXs) that need to
be transmitted both to RX 1 and to RX 2. The successful
transmission of the 4 order-1 data symbols is achieved if
these 2 order-2 data symbols are transmitted. During the
second (resp. the third) time slot, the same transmission
scheme is used to transmit to RX 2 and RX 3 (resp. RX 3
and RX 1).

• From step 2 to step n + 1–iteration step– This phase
is spread over 6 time slots and is aimed at transmitting
the 6 order-2 messages generated in the previous step,
completed with 3 new order-1 messages for each RX.
In the first of these 6 time slots, 3 order-1 messages
are transmitted to RX 1 while 2 order-2 messages are
transmitted to RX 2 and RX 3. We define the vec-
tor un1 ∈ C3×1 containing the 3 order-1 messages and the
vector un23 ∈ C2×1 containing the two order-2 messages.
The received signal at RX i reads then as

yi = hH
i u

n
1 + hH

i u
n
23 + zi. (10)

Considering once more the retransmission of the in-
terference which is necessary for every RX to decode
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Fig. 2. Symbolic representation of the K0-MAT scheme for K = 3 users.

its desired messages, hH
1 u

n
23 can be seen as an order-

3 message that need to be transmitted to the 3 RXs
(multicast), while hH

2 u
n
1 (resp. hH

3 u
n
1 ) is an order-2

message that needs to be transmitted to RX 1 and RX 2
(resp. RX 1 and RX 3). Thus, it remains to transmit
these two order-2 messages and this one order-3 message
to obtain that the order-1 and the order-2 data symbols
initially transmitted are successfully decoded.
During the two following time slots, the same transmis-
sion occurs after having permuted circularly the RXs.
Finally, the three order-3 data symbols which have been
generated in this step are multicast, which requires 3 time
slots. Note that the 6 order-2 data symbols have been
transmitted while 6 new order-2 symbols have been
generated and should be transmitted in the following step.

• Step n + 2–Termination– At the beginning of this step,
6 order-2 data symbols have to be transmitted. This is
carried out in 6 time slots by simple multicasting.

DoF Analysis: In total, 12 + 9n order-1 data symbols have
been transmitted in 3+6n+6 time slots. After simplification,
a DoF in the form of (8) with K = 3 is obtained. The DoF
converges to 3/2 as the number of iteration steps n (or the
number of time slots) increases.

The K0-MAT scheme is described schematically for K = 3
in Fig. 2. One novelty of the K0-MAT scheme is that symbols
of different orders are sent at the same time.

B. Description of the Kα-MAT Scheme (α > 0)

When the CSIT is completely outdated (α = 0), the new
K0-MAT scheme will be used in place of MAT. In the
other extreme, when α = 1, ZF is well known to be DoF
achieving [2], [3]. Thus, it remains to develop a scheme for
the intermediate values of the CSIT quality exponent α. We
start by describing the Kα-MAT scheme before discussing the
DoF achieved.

The Kα-MAT scheme is built on the K0-MAT scheme and
follows the same structure. As a consequence, we show only

how the n-th “iteration step” from K0-MAT is adapted to
exploit the available current CSIT. The modifications of the
initialization and the termination are very similar and follow
trivially. Furthermore, we consider only one particular circular
permutation of the users while all K = 3 circular permutations
occur in the K0-MAT scheme.

a) K0-MAT data symbols: Conforming to the K0-MAT
scheme, the vector un1 ∈ C3×1 containing 3 data symbols for
RX 1 and the vector un23 ∈ C2×1 containing 2 data symbols
destinated to RX 2 and to RX 3 are transmitted during the
first time slot. Yet, the data symbols are this time transmitted
with the rate (1−α) log2(P ) (instead of log2(P )) and they are
furthermore precoded. The i-th data symbol {un1}i is precoded
to form the vector a(1)

i ∈ CM×1 for i = 1, 2, 3 while the k-th
data symbol {un23}k is precoded to form the vector a

(23)
k ∈

CM×1 for k = 1, 2.
The precoding is done such that a

(1)
1 (resp. a

(23)
1 ) is

orthogonal to the channel estimates ĥ2 and ĥ3 (resp. ĥ1).
The remaining precoded data symbols are chosen such that
∀k < i, (a

(1)
k )Ha

(1)
i = 0 (resp. ∀k < i, (a

(23)
k )Ha

(23)
i = 0).

The power is allocated such that{
k = 1, E[‖a(1)

k ‖2] = [ 12 (P − P
α)− 2

6P
1−α]+,

∀k = 2, 3, E[‖a(1)
k ‖2] =

1
6P

1−α (11)

and similarly{
k = 1, E[‖a(23)

k ‖2] = [12 (P − P
α)− 1

4P
1−α]+,

k = 2, E[‖a(23)
k ‖2] = 1

4P
1−α.

(12)

We will see after b) that the sum power constraint is then
fulfilled with equality. The reason for this particular power
allocation will become clear when discussing the decoding.

b) ZF data symbols: For every RX j, one data symbol sj
is transmitted via conventional ZF at the same time as the
so-called “K0-MAT data symbols” from a). The “ZF data
symbol” sj is precoded to obtain pj ∈ CM×1 verifying

∀k 6= j, ĥH
k pj = 0. (13)

The power is allocated to verify that ∀i,E[‖pi‖2] = Pα/3 and
each data symbol is sent with the rate α log2(P ).

c) Received signal: RX 1 has then received

y1 = hH
1 a

(1)
1︸ ︷︷ ︸

∼P

+

3∑
i=2

hH
1 a

(1)
i︸ ︷︷ ︸

∼P 1−α

+

2∑
i=1

hH
1 a

(23)
i︸ ︷︷ ︸

∼P 1−α

+

3∑
i=1

hH
1 pi︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼Pα

+z1

(14)
while we can write for RX k with k = 2, 3

yk = hH
k a

(23)
1︸ ︷︷ ︸

∼P

+hH
k a

(23)
2︸ ︷︷ ︸

∼P 1−α

+

3∑
i=1

hH
k a

(1)
i︸ ︷︷ ︸

∼P 1−α

+

3∑
i=1

hH
k pi︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼Pα

+zk.

(15)
d) Quantization and retransmission of the interference:

Following a similar approach as in [11], the interferences∑3
i=1 h

H
2 a

(1)
i and

∑3
i=1 h

H
3 a

(1)
i are quantized with (1 −

α) log2(P ) bits, which gives a distortion scaling in P 0 (neg-
ligible in terms of DoF). As in the K0-MAT scheme, these



two messages are desired by two RXs. Thus, they form the
order-2 symbols of rate (1− α) log2(P ) which will be taken
as input and transmitted in the next a) step of the Kα-MAT
scheme.

The interference term
∑2
i=1 h

H
1 a

(23)
i is also quantized with

(1 − α) log2(P ) bits but is desired by the three RXs so that
it is simply multicast. Similarly to the previous transmission,
dedicated ZF data symbols are transmitted at the same time
as this multicasting step, as described now.

Let us denote by c the precoded data symbol carrying the
order-3 (multicast) message of rate (1 − α) log2(P ) with the
power allocated such that E[‖c‖2] = P − Pα. At the same
time, a ZF data symbol is transmitted to RX j with the
rate α log2(P ) and is precoded to obtain qj ∈ CM×1 with

∀k 6= j, ĥH
k qj = 0. (16)

and ∀i,E[‖qi‖2] = Pα/3. The received signal at RX k is then

yk = hH
k c︸︷︷︸
∼P

+hH
k qk︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼Pα

+

3∑
i=1,i6=k

hH
k qi︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼P 0

+zk. (17)

Using successive decoding, it is easily seen that each user can
decode first the common data symbol of order-3 and then its
dedicated ZF data symbol (See [11] for more details).

e) Decoding: We consider now that all the steps of
the Kα-MAT scheme have occurred. Let us discuss first the
decoding at RX 1: RX 1 has received 2 additional equations
(formed by the quantized interferences

∑3
i=1 h

H
2 a

(1)
i and∑3

i=1 h
H
3 a

(1)
i ) relative to its desired data symbols and was also

able to remove the interference caused by the other “K0-MAT
data symbols” that it had received during the first transmission.

It remains then only the interference caused by the “ZF
data symbols” from step b) and since the received signal∑3
i=1 h

H
1 pi scales as Pα, the SNR to decode the “K0-MAT

data symbols” from step a) is also P 1−α for this equation.
RX 1 has received 3 equations having each a SNR scaling

in P 1−α and can hence decode its desired precoded data sym-
bols a

(1)
i , i=1, 2, 3. Similarly, RX 2 and RX 3 have received

enough equations to decode their desired data symbols.
Now that the “K0-MAT” data symbols from step a) have

been decoded, they can be subtracted from the transmitted
equations. Using also the retransmitted interference, the re-
ceived signal at RX k for any time slot reads then as (up to
the quantization noise scaling as P 0)

yk = hH
k pk︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼Pα

+

3∑
i=1,i6=k

hH
k pi︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼P 0

+zk. (18)

The interference term in (18) is drawn in the noise due to the
attenuation by P−α from ZF precoding. As a consequence,
the ZF precoded data symbol pk is received at RX k with a
SNR scaling as Pα and can be decoded.

DoF Analysis: The K0-MAT scheme has been used to
transmit data symbols of rate (1− α) log2(P ) while at every
time slot of this scheme, one data symbol has been transmitted
to every user via ZF with a rate equal to α log2(P ). Hence,
the DoF given in (7) is achieved.

V. CONCLUSION

Considering a K-user MISO BC, a new transmission
scheme has been developed to exploit at the same time the
principles behind the MAT alignment based on delayed CSIT
and ZF of the interference. Furthermore, a novel outer bound
is used to evaluate the DoF achieved. The novel Kα-MAT
scheme is more robust than ZF to the channel estimates being
received with some delay and coincides with ZF when the
CSIT received is accurate enough. Nevertheless, the Kα-MAT
is not optimal and closing the gap between the achievable DoF
and the upper bound represents an interesting open problem.
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